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RIJKJEDEKKERand MARIANNE ELSHOUT-MOHR

TEACHERINTERVENTIONSAIMED AT MATHEMATICALLEVEL
RAISING DURING COLLABORATIVELEARNING

ABSTRACT. This article addresses the issue of helping students who work collaboratively on mathematicalproblems with the aim of raising the level of their mathematical
understandingand competence. We investigatedtwo kinds of teacher interventionsaimed
at helping students. The rationale of these interventions was based on a process model
for interactionand mathematicallevel raising. One kind of interventionsfocused on the
interactionbetween the students, the other - on the mathematicalcontent of the tasks.
The effects of the two kinds of interventions were investigated using a pre-test - posttest comparisonof students' learningoutcomes and analyzing the transcriptsof students'
verbalutterancesand worksheets.Ouranalyses point to interventionsfocused on students'
interactions as more effective in terms of students' learning outcomes. Theoretical and
practicalimplicationsof the researchare discussed.
KEY WORDS: collaborativelearning, interaction,mathematicallevel raising, teacher intervention

1. INTRODUCTION

The potential of working in small groups is widely recognised (Webb,
1989; Yackel, Cobb and Wood, 1991; Pea, 1993; Van Boxtel, Van der
Linden and Kanselaar,1997; Van der Linden and Renshaw,2004). There
are, however, still questions about how to maximise benefits and how to
prepareteachersto provide adequatetasks and help (Grugnettiand Jaquet,
1996). In our study we addressthe issue of how to help studentsthrough
appropriateverbal interventions.
Brodie (2001) stressedthe need of such interventions,because students
often find it difficult to communicatewith each other and might reinforce,
ratherthan challenge each other's mathematicalmisconceptions. She also
showed thatthe teacher'srole in dealing with these difficultiesis problematic. A main problem is that it is practicallyimpossible for a teacher in a
classroom situationto keep trackof each group's work. Teacherinterventions thereforetend to lack precision with the result thatthey interferewith
ongoing thinking and learning processes of the students. Brodie showed
how the negative effects of teacher's verbal interventions can outweigh
their potentialpositive effects. The findings were all the more noteworthy
EducationalStudies in Mathematics 56: 39-65, 2004.
? 2004 KluwerAcademic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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because the teacherwas experiencedand the contentof her help was based
on sound principles, namely Lakatos' theory about learning mathematics
by a series of conjectures,attemptsat proof and refutations.
The possibility that we want to explore here is that an interventionmay
be more effective if it focuses on interactionsbetween students than if it
has to do with the content of the given tasks.
2.

THEORETICAL

FRAMEWORK

Collaborativelearning tasks are in general designed as complex, challenging and authenticproblems. Such problems motivate students to attempt
different strategies and co-construct and justify solutions (Cohen, 1994;
Elshout-Mohrand Dekker,2000; Kramarski,Mevarechand Arami, 2002).
Manifold cognitive abilities being needed, deficits may occur in the available cognitive and social abilities. Help can be offered in several ways.
While Brodie (2001) studiedthe effects of hints used by the teacherbased
on her knowledge of appropriatemethods to solve the mathematicalproblems at hand, others investigatedthe effects of promotingthe use of more
general problem solving strategies. Kramarskiet al. (2002), for instance,
performeda study in which help was provided in the form of a general
problem solving strategyconsisting of four steps, namely comprehension,
connection, strategy selection and reflection. Students were instructedto
let their own problem solving process be guided by self-addressed metacognitive questions such as: "How is this task different from/ similar to
what I have already solved?" and "What strategy/tactic/principlecan be
used and why?" The studentsin Kramarskiet al.'s study worked in small
groups and had to take turns in asking and answering the metacognitive
questions. After an initial instructionphase, the teachers' role was restricted to encouragingstudentsto adhereto the procedure.Positive effects of
the interventionwere observed for both lower and higher achievers.
Help may also be directed at the way students communicate while
working on the task at hand. Sfard (2001) argued that communication is
at the heart of mathematicseducation and learning in groups. According
to her view teachers should strive for initiating students into a certain
well-defined discourse, characterizedby symbolic artefacts as its communication tools and by meta-rules that regulate communication. Establishment of clear classroom norms such as advocated by Wood (1999)
with regard to mathematicalcommunication can be seen as part of this
initiation.An example of a symbolic artefactas a communicationtool may
be the use of words thatrefer to mathematicalconcepts, such as 'rotation'
and 'translation'.An example of a meta-rulethat may be incorporatedin
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a classroom norm might be that it is quite right for a student to say "I
disagree" and to bring alternativeproblem solutions or strategies to the
fore. Wood (1999) showed positive effects of norm related learning, such
as learningto participatein disagreementand argument.
Until now, to our knowledge, there is little empirical research aimed
at comparingthe effectiveness of teacher interventionsfocused on mathematical content and product of students' work, and those that focus on
meta-rulesfor the collaborativeprocess. In the present study such comparison will be made within the framework of our earlier research on
interactionand mathematicallevel raising.

3.

MATHEMATICAL

LEVEL RAISING

Raising students' mathematicallevel is a major aim of mathematicseducation. The term 'level' refershere to the theory of Van Hiele (1986), who
distinguishedthreelevels of mathematicalunderstandingand competence.
The first level is a prescientific perceptual (visual) level dominated by
concrete operations. The second level is a conceptual (descriptive) level
dominatedby the use of mathematicalconcepts and the mutual relations
between these concepts. The third level is a theoretical level dominated
by formal operations on mathematicalconcepts and mathematicalprinciples. When mathematicalconcepts such as rotation and translationare
introducedin the classroom, these concepts are not entirely new to the
students.Studentsare alreadyacquaintedwith relevantphenomenain daily
life, which they may have investigated,for instance, in the concrete context of tiling. It is new for them, however, that rotation and reflection
are conceptualized by mathematiciansas mathematicaltransformations,
and eventually as elements of a group structure.For the present study the
transitionbetween the first and second level is the most relevant. Level
raising within this range is characterisedby growing competence in discerning aspects of transformations(as concrete operations) and application of descriptive knowledge, for instance in solving construction and
reconstructionproblems.
Mathematicallevel raising processes have been researched by Freudenthal (1978, 1991), Dekker (1991), and Dekker and Elshout (1998) in
the context of small heterogeneouslearning groups. Dreyfus and his colleagues (Kieran and Dreyfus, 1998; Hershkowitz et al., 2001) have also
studiedthese processes. They refer to level raising as 'abstractionin context' and 'an activityof verticallyreorganisingpreviouslyconstructedmathematicsinto a new mathematicalstructure'.Although solid evidence is still
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scarce, it is plausible thatworking togetherin small groups is a facilitating
factor.

4. INTERVENTIONS IN THE PROCESS OF MATHEMATICAL LEVEL
RAISING

4.1.

The process model

Dekker andElshout-Mohr(1998) modelledprocesses of mathematicallevel
raising and thereby created a frameworkfor helping students during the
process. In the model three types of activities are discerned, namely key
activities, regulatingactivities and mental or cognitive activities. For the
present study the regulating and key activities are very important.These
activities are presentedin Figure 1.

Regulatingactivities

Key activities

A asks B to show his work

B shows his own work

A asks B to explain his work

B explains his own work

A criticizes B's work

B justifies his own work

A rejects B's justification

B reconstructs his own work

Figure 1. Regulatingand key activities for interactionand mathematicallevel raising.

There arefourregulatingactivities in the model: asking to see someone's
work (what are you doing? what have you got?), expressing the wish to un-

derstand(whyare you doing that?how did you get that?), utteringcriticism
(but that's wrong, because...) and utteringrejection of justification (no, it
isn't right, because...). These activities are called regulatingbecause they
regulate (monitor, control) the activities of the other student(s) (see the
second column). When a what-questionis asked, studentsattemptto show
and verbalise what they are doing. When a how- or why-questionis asked,
they attemptto explain their operations, constructionsand mathematical
reasoning. When challenged to answer criticism they attempt to justify
theiractions andreasoning.Finally, when the justificationis insufficientor
unconvincing,they attemptto reconstruct their work. These activities are
key activities, because they keep the interactiongoing and at the same time
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help the studentsto make progressin developing their mathematicalcompetences. A detailed descriptionof the model can be found in Dekker and
Elshout-Mohr(1998). Here, we just want to add that it is quite common
that studentswho performregulatingactivities, such as asking for an explanationor offering criticism, subsequentlytake an active partin attempts
to provide an explanation or to counter the critique. In other words, the
model is compatible with collaborativeprocesses such as co-construction
and negotiationof meaning.
4.2. Twokinds of help
In the present study we comparetwo kinds of teacher interventionsaimed
at helping students in accomplishing collaborative tasks. We call one of
them 'process help' and the other 'producthelp'.
Process help
The process help capitalizeson the regulatingand key activities performed
by the students themselves (see Figure 1). We reasoned that the process
of mathematicallevel raising would benefit from interventionsthat stimulate studentsto performthese activities in a consistent manner.Whenever
studentsfeel that they are insufficientlyinformed about the work of other
students,that more explanationis needed, and so on, they should say so.
Also students should take any regulating activity of other students seriously. They should perform the correspondingkey activities or at least
attemptto do so. Basically, the process-help interventionsaddress a specified set of interaction norms. They are not concerned with students'
reasoningand products,but with their interactions.
We expect that it is not difficult for the teachers to engage in this type
of interventionseven if they have to assist several groups of studentssimultaneously: groups where students refrain from regulating activities or
correspondingkey activities symptoms are easily recognizable. Students,
who do not express themselves when they feel insufficiently informed,
or do not understandhow and why the work is done and justified, will
show disinterest,unrest and unease. The same symptoms are to be expected when regulatingactivities are disregardedand remain unansweredby
relevantkey activities.
Theoretically,process help is an interestingvariationon the intervention used in the researchof Kramarskiet al., because the aim of the help is
not to improvetheproblemsolvingprocess but the interactionprocess. It is
also a variationon Wood's studies on the effects of establishingclassroom
norms,because the norms in our study are derivedfrom the process model
for mathematicallevel raising, rather than from a more general theory
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aboutthe learningof mathematics.Thereforethe norms arerelativelyclear
and restrictedin number,which justifies the expectation that they can be
establishedand sustainedeffectively, even in a brief experiment.
Producthelp
The second kind of interventionsthat we want to investigate is complementary to the process-help interventions in the sense that these interventions are concerned not with the students' interactionbut with their
mathematicalreasoning and products. They aim at providing what we
have called producthelp. Teachersengaging in product-helpinterventions
play the role of flexible part-timeassistantsfor the collaboratingstudents.
They may perform regulating activities, such as asking the students to
explain and justify their work. They may provide hints and scaffolding
when key activities become (too) difficult for the students. Product-help
interventionsare expected to be within the reach of teachers, especially
when students'collaborativework is clearly observableon neatly arranged
worksheets.
Theoretically,this type of help is interesting because it is somewhat
differentfrom the help in Brodie's study.The help is purely supportiveand
does not have the additionalaim to initiate studentsto a specific problem
solving strategy,such as the Lakatosian conjecture - proof - refutation
sequence.
We expected that the process-help interventions would be the most
effective for mathematicallevel raising. If implementedefficiently, these
interventionsare likely to promote students' collaborativework along the
lines of the process model. The process-help interventionsdo not provide
hints and scaffoldingthatrisk to interferewith students'own mathematical
reasoning. The other side of the coin, however, is that tasks that are the
most likely to bring about mathematicallevel raising, are complex and
hard to solve. Therefore some product-helpinterventionsmight be more
beneficial thandisturbingfor the solution progress.

5. THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

5.1. Design
Two groups of students participatedin the experiment in two different
teacher-interventionconditions, a product-helpcondition and a processhelp condition. Each student took a pre-test first, and then the students
workedon a series of problemsin triples underone of the help conditions.
Finally the studentstook a post-test.
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5.2. Participants
The studentsandtheirteacherswere alreadyfamiliarwith workingin small
groups, as an alternativeto whole class lessons and individual work. The
students, aged 16 to 17, were pupils from two classes in a high school.
Fifteen students worked in the product-help condition, and 20 students
workedin the process-helpcondition.The numberswere not equal because
of an unplannedabsence of some of the students.In the product-helpcondition a school mathematicsteacherprovidedthe help. In the process-help
condition the interventionswere made by one of the researchers.Students
were informedbeforehandaboutthe kind of help they could expect.
The mathematicsteacher was informed in an interview about the kind
of help he was supposedto provide.The main instructionfor the teacherin
the productcondition was that hints and scaffolding had to be concerned
with mathematicalcontent and strategies. Even in situations, in which
teachers would normally provide process help, he was asked to refrain
from this kind of help for the sake of the experiment.Being used to collaborativelearningas instructionalarrangement,the teacherhabituallylimited
himself to hints, avoided direct instructionsor lengthy explanations, and
gave help only when this was manifestly needed. In sum, it was agreed
that the 'product-helpteacher' was to offer content help, to refrain from
process help, to restrictcontenthelp to situationswhere a need for help was
manifestin students'behaviouror work, and to informstudentsbeforehand
aboutthe kind of help that they could expect.
The process help was provided by one of the investigators. We are
awarethat this may have influencedthe results, but we preferredthis solution over the alternativeof training a mathematics teacher in offering a
kind of help that s/he was not familiar with and that was not expected of
him/her by the students. The process help was based on the assumption
that students might need help to regulate key activities by adequateregulating activities in the mannerpresented in Figure 1. It was agreed that
the 'process-help teacher' was to encourage students to engage in active
showing, explaining,justifying and reconstructingtheir work, and in giving comments (questions, critique) that would trigger these key activities
in others.Further,she had to refrainfrom mathematicalcontent help, to restricthelp to situationswhere a need for help was manifest in the students'
behaviour,and to inform studentsbeforehandabout the kind of help that
they could expect.
5.3. Experimentaltasks
A series of four sets of problems concerning the transformations of reflection, rotation, translation, and glide reflection was constructed for the
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studentsto work on. These problems explicitly aimed at raising students'
mathematicalunderstandingand competence.
For the first set of problems, each small group of studentsreceived the
following materials:
- one handoutwith examples of the four transformations(see Figure 2);
- two cards, one with a symmetrydrawingof Escher in colour and one
with a fragmentof Alhambratiling;
- one little bag with red and blue triangles;
- one large sheet of paper with some information about Escher and
Alhambraand a lot of space to work.
On the large sheet of paper, titled 'Escher', the following problems were
formulated:
Hereyou see a drawingof Escherand a fragmentof Alhambratiling. Which
transformations
canyou discover?
Makeyourown 'Escher'withthe redandbluetrianglesandtryto applythe four
transformations.
Makea sketchof yourdesignon this sheetandshowwhichtransformations
you
haveapplied.
The problems were developed in a previous study (see Pijls, 1996). One
of the outcomes of the study was that, for the students,the problems were
realistic and meaningful. Analyzing transformationsin a drawing of Escher makes sense both for students who do not think in terms of the four
transformationsgiven in Figure 2 and for studentswho are already familiar with mathematicaltransformations.The problems were complex and
constructive,allowing several approachesand startingpoints resulting in
visible actions and constructions. The level raising aspect was brought
about by a conjunctionof several factors:the realistic, complex and constructive nature of the problems, the educational setting, the sheet with
examples of the four transformations,and the content of subsequentproblems. In the handout the transformationswere offered as visual objects.
The activities of collaborativelyanalyzing the tiling and constructingthe
design imply thatthe studentswork with the transformations,discuss them
anddiscovermanypropertiesof them. Accordingto the level theoryof Van
Hiele (1986) this means that the students startworking on the visual level
on which concrete objects are subject to analysis and gradually proceed
towards the descriptive level on which the properties of the objects are
subjectto analysis.
The first set of problems, titled 'Escher', has an open characterin the
sense thatthe design can be more or less complicated.
The second set of problems, titled 'Driehoekjeleggen' [Laying a little
triangle],requiresstudentsto discover and reconstructthe transformations
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Meetkundige afbeeldingen

splegeflg

draaihg

verachaiving

glijspiegeiag

Figure 2. Sheet with the four transformations [meetkundige afbeeldingen]: reflection [spiegeling], rotation [draaiing], translation [verschuiving] and glide reflection
[glijspiegeling].
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in a given design, indicating points and angles of rotations, translation
arrows,and reflectionaxes (see Figure 3):
In the designbelowyou canputeach timethe littleblacktrianglewithjust one
on a littlewhitetriangle.Canyou discoverwithwhichone?
transformation
Revealthe construction
of the designby indicating(glide)reflectionaxes,translationarrows,rotationpointsandrotationanglesas accuratelyas possible.
These problems are more restrictive in the sense that only one solution
is correct, and students are forced to be more explicit in discussing the
propertiesof the transformations.
In the third set of problems students work with mirrors and analyze
relationsbetween reflections,rotationsand translationsand the special role
of reflectionsin these relations.Those problemsaim at deeper understanding of the transformations,their propertiesand their being part of a more
complex mathematicalconcept.
The fourth group of problems aimes at reasoning on a higher level.
Studentshave to find out in a game how many transformationsare needed
to put a blue triangleon a red one of equal shape and size and they have to
justify their findings.
5.4. Pre- and post-test

A pre- and a post-test were constructedto measurethe results of students'
learning.The tests consisted of differentitems, but were parallelin relevant
aspects. A student's mathematical-levelscore was operationalizedas the
total score of points awardedfor the following performances:
- recognizes reflection,rotation,translation,and glide reflection (maximum 4 points),
-

constructs and reconstructs a reflection, rotation, translation, and glide

reflection (maximum8 points),
-

applies knowledge about properties of reflection, rotation, translation

and glide reflection(maximum6 points),
-

recognizes relations between reflection, rotation, translation, and glide

reflection (maximum2 points),
-

applies knowledge about (relations between) reflection, rotation, trans-

lation, and glide reflection(maximum5 points).
Maximumtotal scores were 25 for both pre- and post-test.
Students who functionedat a purely visual level could achieve a maximum score of 4 points. Scores from 5 to 18 points could be achieved
by students who had partly to fully mastered knowledge about mathematical transformations on a conceptual (descriptive) level. Scores from 18
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Driehoekjeleggen
In hetonderstaande
zwartedrichoekjemettelkens66nmeetkmndige
afbeelding
ontwerpkunje hbet
op eenwit driehoekjeleggen.Kunje ontdekkenmetwelke?
Onthulde constructievanhetontwerpdoor(glij)spiegelassen,
en
draaipunten
verschuifpijlen,
zo nauwkeurig
mogelijkweerte geven.
draaihoeken

Figure 3. Driehoekjeleggen [Laying a little triangle].
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TABLE I
Means and standard deviations of pre- and
post-test scores
pre-test

post-test

producthelp
(n=15)

mean 12.20
s.d. 1.93

mean 13.13
s.d. 2.17

process help
(n=20)

mean 11.90
s.d. 2.45

mean 14.45
s.d. 2.93

to 25 points could be achieved by studentswho functioned (partly) on the
theoreticalmathematicallevel.
5.5. Experimentalprocedure
Two classes participatedin the experiment. During the pre-test the students could use the handoutwith the four transformations(Figure 2). The
informationon the handoutallowed them to recall priorknowledge and to
demonstratetheir level justly. On the basis of the pre-test results students
in the two classes were divided into two comparablesubgroups,each taken
in charge by one of the two instructors.The product-helpteacher and the
process-helpteacherthendividedtheirsubgroupinto heterogeneoustriples
and an occasional couple on the basis of the pre-test scores.
During one week the studentsworkedin two sessions of 65 minutes on
the four sets of problems on transformations.Worksheetsof each group
were collected. The studentsmade a post-test shortly after the last session
without the help of the handout with the four transformations.During
the post-test the handout was not needed for recall, and we wanted to
preventstudentsfrom using it and thus continue learning in uncontrolled
ways. Discussions between studentsand interventionsby the teacherswere
tape-recordedduring the lessons. The audiotapes were then transcribed
verbatimin preparationfor a qualitativeanalysis.
5.6. Hypotheses
The first hypothesis was that pre- and post-test differences would be larger in the process-help condition than in the product-helpcondition. The
second hypothesis was that teacherinterventionswould interfereless with
the students' interactionand learningprocesses in the process-help condition than in the product-helpcondition.
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Figure4a. Graphsof the pre- andpost-testscoresof the studentsin the product-help
condition.
6. COMPARISON OF THE PRE- AND POST-TEST SCORES

The means and standarddeviations of the pre- and post-test scores of 35
studentsin two differentconditions are presentedin Table I.
Analysis of the pre-testscores showed thatdifferencesin pre-testscores
between the two groups were not significant. Evidently, the attempts to
form experimentalgroups with comparablepre-test scores were successful. The hypothesis about the post-test scores was that these would be
higher in the process-help condition than in the product-helpcondition.
This hypothesis was confirmed (p < .05). Students' pre-and post-test
scores are presented in a graphicalform in Figures 4a and 4b. These figures reveal that students'progressin the product-helpcondition was more
heterogeneousthanin the process-helpcondition. In the product-helpcondition, for instance, more fallbacks were found than in the process-help
condition.
Regarding the question of whether the level raising occurred or not,
it should be noticed that students scored well above 4 points in the pretest. Thus, they must have alreadyhad at least some conceptualknowledge
aboutone or more transformations.It remainsto be seen in the qualitative
analysis for which transformations,if any, studentstruly raised their level
from a purely visual to a more conceptualone.
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condition.

pre-teat

post-test

Graphs of the pre- and post-test scores of the students in the process-help

7. ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSCRIBED EXCHANGES

7.1. Implementationof the help
Part of the teacher help concerned organisationalactivities that were the
same for both conditions, such as distributingworksheets and asking students to put theirnames on their work. This kind of help was not analyzed
any further.The second categoryconcernedall interventionswherebyteachers demonstratedhow they had implementedthe help conditions. The data
showed that both teachers were reticent in offering help and tried not to
disturb students' discussions. In sheer numbers of utterancesduring the
series of lessons, the productteacher's utterances(73) exceeded the number of those made by the process teacher(21), but teacherinterferencewas
still very limited. We will describe the roles of the teachersin more detail
for two triples.
7.2. Twotriples
Two tripleswere selected for furtherinvestigation.The firsttriple:Maaike,
Stefan and Rolf worked in the product-helpcondition. The second triple:
Jelmer,Rafik and Thomas worked in the process-help condition. Pre- and
post-test scores of the studentsare presentedin Table II.
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TABLE II
Pre- and post-test scores of the
productand the process triple
pre-test

post-test

Maaike
Stefan
Rolf

15
12
9

17
8
14

Jelmer
Rafik
Thomas

14
13
9

17
17
16

The two triples were representativeof the whole groupin the following
aspects: Pre-test scores in both triples were not different from average;
averagepost-test scores were higherthanpre-testscores and averagelearning gains were higher in the process triple than in the producttriple. The
fallbackof one of the students(Stefan) in the producttriple is also representative.Figures4a and4b showed more fallbacksin the productcondition
than in the process condition.
A first point of interest was how the two kinds of help were implemented. A second issue was when, how and why teacher interventions
facilitated or hindered students in their collaborative work and learning.
While investigatingthe second issue, we also addressthe questionwhether
studentsmerely extended higher ordermathematicalknowledge that they
alreadypossessed, or trulytransformedlower-level knowledge into higherlevel knowledge.
7.2.1. Twoepisodes
Two episodes related to the mathematicalquestions in the second set of
problemswere analysed in depth. The problems were concerned with the
constructionand the reconstructionof rotations. The episodes were selected because the protocols and the students' worksheets showed that
this subjectmatterwas highly challenging for the students.Moreover,the
achieved learning outcomes were striking in the sense that both positive
and negativeindividuallearningoutcomes were found. Supposedly,these
episodes would allow an interesting view on the effects of the different
kinds of teacherintervention.
The episodes singled out for analysis concernedthe second set of problems, titled 'Driehoekjeleggen' [Laying a little triangle] (See Figure 3).
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7.2.2. Pre- and post-testperformances related with rotations
A close inspection of students' performanceon the pre- and post-tests revealed thatall threestudentsin the producttriplecould recognize a rotation
in the pre-testbut were not able to reconstructone. In the post-test Stefan
was not able to recognize or to construct a rotation. Maaike performed
well on all items related to rotation, and Rolf still could not construct a
rotation,but he was able to recognize one. Pre-test results of the process
triplerevealedthattwo of the threecould not recognize a rotationand none
of them could reconstructone. In the post-test scores all three recognized
and constructedrotationswell. From these data it must be concluded that,
in respect to rotations,all students,with the exception of Stefan, have successfully raisedtheirmathematicallevel from the pre-scientific,perceptual
level to a higher,conceptuallevel.
How they proceeded and how teacher interventionswere helpful will
be discussed in the following. Each episode will be firstdescribedin terms
of the ongoing collaborativework. Then we submit conjecturesabout the
manner,in which the learning of individual studentsmight have been influenced by the available kind of teacher help. In order to better understand the descriptionof the collaborativework and the fragmentsfrom the
protocols, the work of each triple is presentedin Figures 5a and 5b.

7.3. An episode in the collaborative work of the product triple
The episode (see 7.2.1) was focused on the reconstructionof the two rotations in the design: a regularrotationwhich puts the little black triangle
upon the white one below to the left, and the half turn (rotation by an
angle of 180 degrees), which puts the black triangle on the lowest white
one (see Figure 5a). The students roughly proceeded as follows. During
the reconstructionof the regular rotation Maaike (M) was looking for
the rotation angle by constructingthe angle between two corresponding
sides. She criticizedher own construction,however,because the angle was
not positioned at the rotationpoint. She wanted to revise her solution by
creating something 'more technical', as she expressed it herself. Rolf (R)
proposedto connect the right angles with a line and drawthe perpendicular
bisector of that line with the same length of the line. That would give the
rotationpoint. Stefan(S) agreed.So did Maaike,but she was hesitant.They
applied the same strategy to the reconstructionof the half turn. Maaike
followed again, because she wanted the group to work consistently, but
then she startedto criticize the strategy.
The transcribedprotocol for the episode reads as follows:
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Driehoekjeleggen
In hot onderstaandeontwerpkunje het zwartedriehoekjemet telkens66n meetkundigeafbeelding
op een wit drichoekjeleggen. Kunje ontdekkenmet welke?
Onthulde constructievan het ontwerpdoor (glij)spiegelassen,verschuifpijlen,drasipuntenen
draaihoekenzo nauwkeurigmogelijkweer te geven.

s7

Z

It

Figure 5a. Productof the producttriple, working on 'Driehoekjeleggen' [Laying a little
triangle].
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1

M:

2
3
4
5
6
7

R:
M:
S:
M:
S:
M:

8
9

S:
M:

10

S:

11
12
13

M:
S:
M:

yes butthe anglealwayscomesout the samebecauseif this is
the samelengthas thisyou get thisis alwaysthe samesize and
that'swrong
yes that'sexactlythe idea
no becausethena rotationis alwayswiththesameangle
no becauseit dependshowlongthisis
yes but
if thisis longer
you alwaysmakethisthe samelengthas thisaccordingto your
rule
yes
andthenyou alwaysget the sameangle
[...I
no you alwaysget the sameangleif thesetwo lie exactlylike
this
mm
I thinkif theylie differentlythenthisanglewill be
yes but what you can it doesn't make any differenceat all
between which point you do it? With everythingyou get
somethingelse different...

This transcriptevidently represents an interactive dialogue of the type
described in Figure 1. A variety of regulating and key processes can be
identified.Maaike criticizes the constructionof Stefan and Rolf by showing andexplainingthatif the connectingline is as long as the perpendicular
bisector,the rotationangle is constant(1). Rolf justifies the constructionby
saying thatboth lines are supposedto be equally long (2). Maaikeindicates
again that in that case the angle is the same (3). Stefan criticizes her and
states that it depends on the length (which is not true) (4). Maaike repeats
her critiqueby arguingthat the angle is always the same (5, 7, 9). Stefan
seems to check this and agrees with Maaike (10). He is working on the
construction(12) andthis stimulatesMaaiketo considerthe otherangles as
well (13). [Does she want to show that the rule of Stefan and Rolf applied
to otherangles gives otherrotationpoints?A definitecritiqueof the rule of
Stefan and Rolf? Or is she looking for a reconstructionof the construction
they alreadyhave on paper?]
Maaike continues to connect other related angles and to indicate the
midpoints, althoughshe says that she doesn't know why. Stefan and Rolf
follow her. All three are looking for a better solution, which is closer than
they realize, because in the 'official' construction of the rotation point one
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can find the rotation point as the intersection point of the perpendicular
bisectors of the connecting lines of the correspondingangles.
Then the productteacher(CT) comes along and Maaike addresseshim:
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

thisrotationherethisis wrong...
[...]
M: howcanyou calculatea rotation
CT: well I see thatat leastyou haveworkedwith the anglesof the
triangle
right-angled
R:
yes
CT: you'vedonesomethingwiththat,butyou knowyourselvesthat
thatis notenoughbecauseif this was rotateda bit for example
andthiswas alsorotateda bit thenyou wouldget anotherrotation,wouldn'tyou?So you shouldn'tonlyworkwiththeangles
of theright-angled
trianglebutyouhaveto workwithtwoother
anglesas well
M: yes you have herethose middlepoints,whatdo you do with
thosethen
CT: yes yes you'vegot you'vegot it thatrotationpointlies on the
bisectorof thisline segment
perpendicular
M:

In this second part of the episode, we see how Maaike asks CT for an
explanation(2). CT looks at their work and tells them how they may have
been thinking, according to him (3). He expresses the same critique as
Maaikehad expressedbefore andhe confirmsthatone has to work with the
otherangles as well (5). Maaikeshows what they did with thatand asks for
an explanation(6). CT guesses that they are alreacdyawareof the 'official'
construction(which is not correct!).His interpretationgoes too far (7) and
the students don't follow him anymore. Maaike accepts his suggestions,
but she is unsure and continues to ask CT for help in the minutes that
follow. In the end CT sees no other way than to tell her the construction.
The constructionis put on paper correctly and applied well with the half
turntoo (see Figure4a). But the subsequenttranscriptshows thatespecially
Stefan participatedless in the collaborative work than before the triple
received help. It was interestingto note that the effect was a lasting one
over the lessons. In the discussion about rotationin the next lesson, over
the thirdset of problems,Stefan participatedwith only 3 utterances,while
Maaikecontributed17 utterancesand Rolf 15.
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7.4. An episode in the collaborative work of the process triple
Before we describe the related episode of the process triple, we want to
presenthow the process teacherprovidedhelp to the triplebefore the start
of the episode.
7.4.1. Theprocess teacher
The process teacher (PT) clarifiedto the whole group of studentsher role
and expressed her expectationsat the beginning of the firstlesson:
PT:
T:
PT:
R:
PT:
R:
PT:

WhatI expect... I amnotgoingto helpyou withthecontent
no
butI do wantyou to discussa lot
yes
to showeachotheryourwork,to give eachotherexplanations,
that'swhatmakesyou learn
yes
to give criticto eachother,so thatthe workimproves

The protocol shows that the process teacher explicitly stimulates the key
activities of showing and explaining and the regulatingactivity of criticizing. With the latter she implicitly stimulatesthe process of justifying and
reconstructing.The inbetween remarksof Thomas and Rafik reveal that
they will try to apply the norms for collaborativework formulatedby the
teacher.
After the introduction,the students worked collaboratively and discussed a lot, taking equal turns in the conversation. At some point they
criticized each other's work and had troublereaching an agreement:
T:
R:
J:
T:
R:
J:

yes
you didit firstlike this
stopit now,man
we hadto talka lot, so
okay
we nowhaveto

In this fragmentwe see that the moment Jelmer wants to stop the discussion, Thomas refers to the expectations of the teacher and the students
continue their discussion and talk throughtheir point of disagreement.
Some time later Jelmer and Thomas discussed closely together and
Rafik didn't seem to participate.The process teacher noticed this and addressed Rafik:
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Rafik,do thinkaloud
whatI amthinking?O yes
if you arepuzzlingoversomething
no
speak,say so

Here, the process teacher tries to stimulateRafik to present his ideas and
voice his criticism. And although Rafik denies that he is puzzling over
something, the interruptionof the process teacher is a stimulus for him
to participatein the discussion again and in the follow up he does it by
revealinghis ideas.
The studentscontinue to work collaboratively.At some point the discussion was intense between Rafik and Jelmer. Thomas seemed to drop
out. The process teachernoticed this and addressedhim:
PT:
R:
J:
T:
J:
R:

Is it okaywhattheyaredoing,Thomas?
do you get it?
youjusthaveto
yes, I do get it
withthoselines
thisis whatyou see

The process teacher tries to make Thomas participatein the discussion
again by stimulatinghim to look critically at the other students'work. The
teacher'saction makes Rafik awarethat Thomas was not participatingand
his guess is that it was because he didn't understandit. Jelmer starts to
explain and althoughThomas says that he does understand,Rafik startsto
explain, too. Fromthen on, Thomasbecomes again an active participantin
the discussion.
7.4.2. The episode
Now we turnto the episode focused on the reconstructionof the rotation
and the half turnin the process group (see Figure 5b). In the first phase of
the episode, Jelmer,Rafik and Thomas did not manage to reconstructthe
regularrotation.Thereforethey switched to the reconstructionof the half
turn.They found it by connectingthe two relatedright angles and indicated
the rotationpoint in the middle of the connecting line.
Rafik and Thomas then wanted to apply the same constructionto the
reconstructionof the regularrotation,but Jelmerdid not agree:
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Driehoekjeleggen
In hotonderstaande
mettelkens66nmeetkandigealbeelding
ontworpkunjehetzwartedriehoekje
metwelke?
op eenwit driehoekjeleggen.Kunjeontdekken
Onthulde constructievanhetontwerpdoor(glij)spiegelassen,
en
verschuifpijlen,
draaipunten
drasihoeken
zo nauwkeurig
mogelijkweerte geven.

Figure 5b. Productof the process triple, working on 'Driehoekjeleggen' [Laying a little
triangle].
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

J:
T:
J:
T:
J:
R:
J:

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

R:
J:
T:
R:
J:
R:
J:
R:
J:
R:
J:

thisisn'tright,you know
it is
it hasto be it justhasto be it can'tbe an anglejust 180degrees
huh?
in thatcase it won'tworkoutright
no thisone is wrongsee
look this line has to be yes it has to go throughthatthing at
exactlythe samepointsay
yes that'swhatI'm sayingtoo
yes
that'snot so withthisone eitheris it?
that'swhatI'm sayingthewholetime
yes thisone goes alongthereexactly
yes
andthisone goes like thatalongtheretoo so so that'sright
that'swhyI wasjust sayingthisa momentago
that'snotright
becausethisisn'tright
trysomethingagain?

19

T:

it's definitelya rotationbut

[... 1]

A variety of regulating and key processes can be identified here. Jelmer
criticizes the solution of Rafik and Thomas (1) by saying that the rotation
angle should not be 180 degrees (3) and by explaining that if it were the
case, the connecting line of the two other corresponding angles would
cross the rotationpoint as well (7), a propertyof the half turn.The line does
not do that, so it is not a half turn.Thomas criticizes Jelmer'sargumentby
demonstratingthatthe half turntheyjust made, does not have thatproperty
either. But Jelmerjustifies his reasoning by demonstratingthat with the
half turn, the other connecting lines do cross the rotation point (12, 14)
and he repeatshis critique(16). Rafik seems to be convinced and Thomas
startsto hesitate (19). In this phase of the episode, the process triple started
to reconstructtheirpriorsolution. The studentsknew how to find the right
angle of rotation by constructingthe angle between two corresponding
sides (the same original constructionas Maaike in the producttriple had
found), but they could not figureout where the rotationpoint is laying, and
left it at that.They did not even take the time to adequately'translate'their
discussion into a correspondingreconstructionon theirwork sheet. Therefore, their learning process was not adequatelyreflected in the quality of
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the product(see Figure5b). In the next lesson this groupdiscussed rotation
again, and did that extensively (more extensively than the producttriple).
Utterances were equally spread over the participants.Jelmer contributed
34 utterancesaboutrotation,Rafik 19 and Thomas 28.
Although no process help was actually provided in this fragment, we
wish to arguethat the studentswere still affected by the previous interventions. Students' interactivediscourse was in line with the process model
for interactionand mathematicallevel raising and studentsrefrainedfrom
seeking the help of the teacher.
8. SUMMARY

The pre-test- post-test comparisonrevealed that students in the processhelp condition raised their mathematicallevel more than students in the
product-helpcondition. Moreover, product help tended to lead to divergence ratherthan convergenceof student'sgain scores, while process help
had the opposite effect.
The analysis of transcriptsshowed that the two experimentalinstructions were implementedaccording to the plan. The students were indeed
working under help conditions that differed in being focused on mathematical content and students' interactive discourse, respectively. Both
conditionsallowed studentsto raise theirmathematicallevel on the subject
matterof mathematicaltransformations.A count of teachers' interventions
revealed that the collaborationwas predominantlyteacher-independentin
both groups. The series of problems provided sufficient challenge and
guidance for the students.Constructionsbased on perceptualconceptions
of rotation were graduallytransformedinto constructionsbased on conceptions of aspects of the transformation,such as angle and rotationpoint.
In both groups,too, we saw that the studentswere not able to complete the
attemptedconstruction.In the product-helpgroup, one student asked the
teacherfor help. In the process-helpgroup studentsdecided to go on to the
next problem.
There were also differences to be observed between the two help conditions. In the product-helpcondition we found a number of interrelated
phenomena.First,the teacher,like the teacherin Brodie's study,was sometimes insufficientlyinformedabout the students' work to intervene appropriately. Second, the teacher often communicated with just one student,
often afterhaving addressedthe whole groupfirst.Third,the teacher sometimes could not preventa switch from the role of 'assistant' into the role
of full participant, i.e. a person who actually performed a mathematical
operation instead of just giving a hint. In conjunction and in the long
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run, these phenomena may increase the tendency of one student asking
the teacherfor help and decrease the level of engagementof another.
In the process-help condition we observed the following phenomena.
First, the teacher offered a substantialpart of her contributionto the collaborative work at the very beginning of the lesson. Thus, interference
during the process was minimized. Second, by its very nature, process
help seemed to addressmore thanone student.When the teacheraddressed
one student ("Is it okay what they are doing?") anotherstudenttook over
("Do you get it?") and a thirdone attemptedto give an explanation("You
just have to"). By addressing a student who fails to execute a regulating
activity, the process teacher also raises awareness of all students of their
role in the collaborativeprocess. In the process-help group, too, we saw
the long-termeffects of teacherinterventions.After the startingphase the
studentsworked as a group, were not looking for teacherhelp, and rarely
tended to drop out of the conversation.
We can conclude that our two hypotheses were confirmed:pre-test post-test differences were largerin the process-help condition than in the
product-helpcondition and teacher interventionsinterferedless with the
students' interactionand learningprocesses in the process help condition
than in the product-helpcondition.

9. DISCUSSION

More researchis needed before we can generalize the conclusion thatprocess help is to be preferredover producthelp. Our researchis restrictedto
one mathematicaltopic, which is treatedduring a few lessons, and to one
step in the process of mathematicallevel raising. A relativelysmall number
of students(35) participatedin the study and the transcriptsof discussions
in only two groups were analyzed in depth.
Aspects of the setting thatmay have influencedour findings are the use
of carefully designed materials and the fact that the students were used
to working together in small groups. Both kinds of help were given by
teachers who were well informed and capable of providing the intended
kind of help.
One thing to investigate,for instance, is what it takes for a mathematics
teacher who usually assists students in matters of mathematicalcontent
as well as collaborativediscourse to take on the role of a process teacher.
Another interesting question for further research is whether the relative
success of the process help can be attributedto the strict adherence of
the process teacherto the key and regulating activities for interactionand
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mathematicallevel raising (see Figure 1), or similarresults can be reached
with an alternativeselection of rules for the interactivediscourse.
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